
Michelle Good Workshop Activities 1st  Grade

“Crash” Card Game

Write high frequency words/phases on car shaped cards.  Write the word “CRASH” on several cards.  Start by 
having one child draw a card from the stack and read the word/phrase.  If read correctly, the student keeps it.  If 
not, it goes back in the stack.  If a child picks the “CRASH” card, he/she has to put three cards back in the pile.  To 
extend the activity, children can use words in a complete sentence.

“Sorry Charlie”

Keep the cards in a stack and insert 4-5 “Sorry Charlie” cards in the stack.  Keep the cards face down and have the 
students read the words around the table.  If they correctly read the word – they can hold onto it.  If not, tell them 
the word and put it in the back of the stack.  If a student gets a “Sorry Charlie” card – put his/her cards back in the 
pile and let him/her hold the “Sorry Charlie” card.  He/she still continues to play though.  Continue until all cards 
are gone.

I’m Thinking of …..

Play “I’m thinking of….. (provide a clue for a word in the word lines and have students identify the word you are 
thinking about.)  

“Riddle Me This”



Say the names of cards; students put sounds together and say the word: Example: Teacher says: dinosaur, fox, and 
timer.  Word is dot.  

Roll the Die

Students will take turns rolling the die.  Students will then identify HF words to match the number rolled on the 
die.  For example:  I roll the die, it lands on the number 4.  I will then identify 4 HF words.  The student will keep 
all the cards that he/she says correctly.  Then the next student will row the die.  Continue until all students have had 
a turn.  The student with the most cards win.

“A Tisket a Tasket”

Have students sit in a circle.  As you walk around the students, sing: “A Tisket, a Tasket” a green and yellow 
basket.  I took a card to my friend and on the way I dropped it. Use your HF Words to play.  Drop a HF word in one 
of the students lap.  If the student gets the HF word right, then that student takes a card and walks around the circle 
as they sing.  Continue this until you are ready for the game to end.  

Casino

Each student gets three HFW cards at a time and reads over them fast, slow, with spacing etc.  Then each child gets 
three more cards.  Repeat until you have no more cards to pass out.  For example, if I have HFW cards – a, and, 



the- I would space them out on the table and have student read them.  Then I would move the word and over next 
to the word the and have the student read the words again.  This time they would say a, then say (and, the) together 
and faster.  Then you could move the word and over next to the word a and have the student read a, and faster then 
say the.  You can mix the words up and have them read the cards that way.

“Vocabulary Fill in the Blank”

Write sentences on strips/Smart Board with vocabulary words missing.  Review the words by having students read 
them together, then distribute the vocabulary flash cards among the group.  Read each sentence and have students 
raise their hands when they realize their word fits in the sentence.  Read the sentence together to check.

Circle Vocabulary

Use index cards to write vocabulary words on.  Place cards on the floor in a circle and read the definition of one of 
the vocabulary words.  Students take turns finding the correct vocabulary word.

“Popcorn”  

Write high frequency words/phases on popcorn shaped cards.  Write the word “POPCORN” on several cards.  Start 
by having one child draw a card from the stack and read the word/phrase.  If read correctly, the student keeps it.  If 
not, it goes back in the stack.  If a child picks the “POPCORN” card, he/she has to put two cards back in the pile 
and he/she misses a turn.  To extend the activity, children can use words in a complete sentence.



Whole Word Dictation

Use Routine 7, the whole-word dictation routine, to dictate the following words for students to write.

Note:  High groups can identify other words using the same sound spelling patterns for each line.

Phrases & Short Sentences

Practice Phrases and Short Sentences for repeated reading practice.  This game can be done with a partner or as a 
whole group.  Partner reading – 1 student will give the phrases & sentences to the other student as you time them 
for 1 minute.  Then have them rotate (this time the one that said the phrases & sentences will give them to his/her 
partner).  Then you can rotate the phrases & sentences among the students so they all have a different set of phrases 
& sentences.  Whole-group – place students in front of you.  See how many of the phrases & sentences they can 
say within 1 minute.  Continue this process starting at the beginning of the phrases & sentences each time.

Selection/Expanding Vocabulary Review (1)

Review new selection/expanding vocabulary with students.  Then divide students into 2 teams.  Begin by giving a 
player from team # 1 the definition of a word.  If student from team 1 is correct then the next question will go to 
team #2.  If a player from either team gives an incorrect answer the other team will have a chance to give the 
correct answer.  Switch back and forth between teams and the team with the most words WINS!

Selection/Expanding Vocabulary Review (2)

Review selection/expanding vocabulary with students.  After reviewing vocabulary give each student an index card 
with a vocabulary word on it.  Students will then use their vocabulary word in a sentence. ** Remember to 



encourage your students to extend their sentences by using who? what? when? where? why? and how?

Play “Quick Erase”
Give out white boards (students put a box in the corner to keep their score).  Write words on Smart Board.  Teacher 
says a definition, the students write the word to go with definition.  If right they get a point (put in box).  Erase 
board and continue until all definitions have been done. Use Selection & Expanded vocabulary words:

Vocabulary Booklet

Create a Vocabulary Booklet and have each student write the word, a simple definition, a sentence, the part of 
speech, and an illustration.

Read Decodables & Leveled Readers -Teacher should read all new decodables and leveled readers to 
students first. 

Students can read:

* chorally

* partner read

* individually

* popcorn reading



*sentence by sentence

*page by page

“Beat the Clock”

Play “Beat the Clock” to improve automaticity.  Using HF word flash cards and a clock, see how many words 
students can read correctly in one minute.  

“Read Around the Group”  

Teacher has HF word flash cards.  One student stands behind a seated student.  A card is flashed.  The one who 
reads it first wins.  The winning student moves around to the next seated students.  Repeat until all words are 
reviewed (10-20) daily.  If there is a tie, flash another word until a winner is determined.

“Word Patterns”

Using the words from the word lines, write the words on a sticky note.  Then give each child a word(s).  Use chart 
paper to make a graph by having students stick their word(s) under the correct sound spelling being reviewed that 
day.  You may also use your Smart Board.

Flash Card Drill

Conduct a flash card drill, as follows: Show the card.  Say the word. Students repeat.  Students spell as you point to 
each letter.  All repeat the word. 



“High Frequency Word Relay” 

Create two teams; hold up a HF word flash card for the first child on Team #1 to read the word.  If read correctly, 
the child keeps the card and goes to the back of the line.  If not, Team #2 has a chance to read the word.  Switch 
back and forth between teams and the team with the most words WINS!

One Breath Boxes HF Words

Take one deep breath and try to read all the words in a box without stopping.  As an extra challenge, try to read 2 
boxes with just one breath.

Lesson Assessments

Workshop Representatives will spend approximately 30 minutes each day administering Assessment. (Testing will 
be for 2 days.) 

*Teachers help students learn to restate their answers to the questions in complete sentences.* (This is very 
important.)

Fluency Notebooks (Each child should read at least one time each week, if you have time have them read 
twice each week).  Time and record student’s fluency using Fluency Notebook and timer.



Grace Larkey Workshop Activities Kindergarten

Memory Match

This game can be played with picture cards to match initial sounds, ending sounds, rhyming words, etc. Place the 
cards face down, have the students take turns trying to make a match. If they make a match, they get to try again. 

*The game can be extended by handing out only one card from each pair and keeping the other card, then asking 
(hold up picture card, “bird” for example) “Who has a card that starts with /b/ like bird?”

See it, Touch it, Show it

Provide students with a set of 8-10 letters in sequence or recent sight words/sight words they are struggling with. 
Have them lay the cards out in front of them where they can see what is on them. As you call out each word or 
letter, they have to first “see it” just by looking to find it, then “touch it”, then “show it” to the group. Have the 
students tell you the letter, sound, or sight word. 

*Extend by having them give you a sentence for the sight word or a word that starts with the letter sound, if doing 
letters.

Showdown

Provide students with a set of 8-10 letters in sequence or recent sight words/sight words they are struggling with. 
Have them hold all of their cards in their hands. If working on letters, you can name the letter, make the letter 
sound, or give a word beginning with the letter. When all students have found the letter (signal by holding it against 
their chest), countdown “3,2,1 SHOWDOWN” and the students will slap them onto the table. 



*If working on sight words, provide the word they are to find and follow the same procedure.

Kaboom!

Sight words are written on the bottoms of dixie cups with a few of the cups having “KABOOM” written instead. 
Have the students read the sight words on the bottoms of the cups. If they read the word correctly, they can use 
their cup(s) to build a tower (either individually or a group tower in the middle of the table). When a student gets a 
KABOOM cup, they get to knock the tower down. Allow 2-3 KABOOMs before finishing the sight words.

Earthquake

Sight words are written on popsicle stick “logs”, with one of them having EARTHQUAKE written instead. Provide 
the students with a paper triangle cut out for the roof of their house. The objective is to read as many sight words 
correctly as they can to build their house taller each time. When a sight word is read correctly, they lay their “log” 
under their roof (or under their last log) to make their house taller. When a student gets the EARTHQUAKE stick, 
they return their sticks to the teacher and begin working to rebuild their house. Allow 2-3 EARTHQUAKEs before 
finishing the sight words.

POP!

Sight words are written on circle “bubble” cut outs, with some of them having POP written instead and some of 
them having a “reverse” spiral bubble. When a sight word is read correctly, the student gets to keep their “bubble”. 
When a student gets a POP card, their bubbles are “popped” and they return their cards to you. Take the POP cards 
out as you use them. When a student gets a reverse card, their turn is skipped and you begin having students take 
turns the opposite direction around the table (i.e. if you started out going clockwise, you'd “reverse” and go 



counterclockwise). Take the reverse cards out as you use them. Continue until all words have been read correctly.

*Game can be played with letters at the beginning of the school year.

Sight Word Writing Race

For a quick sight word activity to reinforce writing, provide each student with a dry erase board and marker. 
Choose about 10 random sight words and have the students race to see who can write it (spelled correctly) the 
quickest. Give points to the student who completes first, but give the other students a chance to finish writing it 
correctly, as well. They can use any resource in the room such as the word wall, color cards, etc.

Rainbow Vocabulary

Vocabulary words are written on white cards, the definitions are written on pink cards, pictures to match the words 
are on blue cards. Begin by reviewing the definitions and discussing each word, all words have an action go to with 
them which is taught in whole group. As you lay out each vocabulary word, say them. Then have the students take 
turns drawing the rest of the cards from the stack. They must match the definitions and pictures to the correct 
vocabulary word. When they are all matched correctly, it'll make a rainbow! 

*As you finish the game, look at each set together (word, definition, picture). You can add some challenge to this 
activity by adding a new colored card and having a sentence for the word to match, as well.

Dictation

Provide each student with a phonics writing board and dry erase marker. The boards have a set of 3 boxes and a set 
of4 boxes on one side and writing lines on the other side. Begin by having them segment and write the words 



provided, usually focusing on a newly learned sound (for example, if we are learning short /u/ the words may be 
rug, bun, mug, rut, etc.). If there are 3 sounds in the word, they will write their word in the 3 boxes – 4 sounds (i.e. 
slug) in the 4 boxes. 

The students can then write a sentence using sight words and words they can segment on the writing lines on the 
back (i.e. We ran to the bus!) Provide feedback on use of capital letters, finger spacing, punctuation, spelling.

Decodables

Students will work on decodables anywhere from 3-5 days depending on their group level. Each day, choose two 
reading strategies (read aloud to students while they track, echo read, choral read, partner read, read to teacher 
individually), then focus on one concept of print (decoding, illustrations, tracking, sight words, punctuation). 

*Decoding and blending should always be done with beginning a new decodable. Have the students blend each 
word that is not a sight word from the decodable and have them read them chorally after blending. 

*To use the illustrations to increase fluency and use picture clues for decoding, have the students flip through the 
book and tell you what is happening in each illustration. To extend and review the use of page numbers, provide a 
random page number, have them flip to find it, and then tell you about the illustration on that page.

*To reinforce tracking, make sure each student has their finger placed under the first word on each page and that 
they are point to each word left to right as they read (or listen to you read). For added fun, they can use a pointer 
stick, “witch” fingers, eyeball rings, or any other fun pointers you find!

*For sight word review, use different colored markers to find and circle the sight words found in the decodable. For 
example, if the decodable uses “and” and “go” throughout the text, circle every “and” in red and every “go” in 



blue.

*For punctuation review, follow the same procedure for sight words. For example, if the decodable uses periods 
and question marks, circle the periods in green and the question marks in purple.


